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IMAGERY COMMUNICATES IN VARIOUS WAYS

Sensate Imagery: Expression giving the senses a way to be recognized; art-making presenting what is 

known to the senses but often unrecognized by other parts of  the Self. 

Kinesthetic Imagery: Expression moving an image through the whole system; art-making as a method of  

following an image as it creates associations and connections. 

Imagery as Remnants of  Experience: Remnants of  expression are what art-making becomes -- what 

remains on the page, in a material, or as physical gesture as one tries to convey what is being sensed, yet not 
known of  an experience. 

Evocative Imagery: Expressions used, like words, cards, phrases, songs, actions, pictures, objects, textures, 

movements,  to evoke art- making; used to foster an exploration of  something specific for clarification, 

guidance, or re-direction.   

Symbolic Imagery: Art-making used interpretively to convey symbolic recognition of  a mythopoetic 

language.  

Associative Imagery: Art -making as a way of  listening and guiding through amplification; matching image 

with word, sound, movement, enactment, poetics.

Enactment Imagery: The creation of  ritual, installation or action to honor and solidify understanding of  
what is most meaningful  to the creator; a form of   arrangement so that a pattern comes through. 

Meditative Imagery: The healing quiet by which the theta brain wave state of  reverie reveals and reaaranges 
information.

Process Imagery: The mirroring action of  art-making as an assessment tool; memory as a psychic historian 

of  the movement by which something evolves and grows, noticing feeling tone, use of  space, privacy, 
physicality, comkposition, synthesis, etc.

Contained Imagery: The art processes as holding spaces for crystallization of  experience.


